Preface

*Dialogues in Urban and Regional Planning* began as a conversation among leaders of ten planning school associations in Shanghai in 2001. The hope was to improve entrance to ‘foreign’ scholarship for urban planners working in each of the world’s nations and languages and, as a result, to promote better integration, cross-fertilization and criticism. Papers were nominated by each of the nine member associations of the Global Planning Education Association Network (GPEAN) and then chosen by an international editorial board. This is the inaugural English-language volume in what will be a biennial series available in print and electronic editions. Translations to additional languages will be made available as funding permits through the GPEAN website.

Urban planning scholarship has been constrained by limited communication across national and language boundaries. Legal, institutional and cultural considerations have often been assumed as givens in planning scholarship because the degree of variation among them may be quite limited within individual nations. Efforts to promote international exchange in planning scholarship, accelerated in the past decade, and highlighted by the first World Planning Schools Congress held in Shanghai in 2001, suggest that the potential value of comparative work is quite high. At the same time, language and library budgets limit access to planning scholarship worldwide. The *Dialogues* book series seeks to offer a sampling of the best urban planning scholarship from each of the world’s planning scholarship communities to scholars in the other communities. While a small sample of papers can only do so much, we believe the current level of access is such that a book series featuring some of the best scholarship from each community will be powerful in suggesting models and in leading scholars to new resources.

Submissions were chosen by each planning school association through editorial committees. Specific methods of choice varied by association, with some selecting the best papers in certain journals, and others reviewing open suggestions from their member faculty. The International Editorial Board then reviewed all association-submitted papers and selected those to be included in this book. The objective was to select examples of the best urban and regional planning scholarship including work from each of the world’s regions. You won’t find national or regional consensus views of planning issues here. Rather, the papers
presented illustrate the concerns and the discourse of planning scholarship communities around the world. They provide a peek into the theories and methods of use by planning academics around the world, and they are suggestive of sources that may lead to further useful exploration.

Each biennial volume will be published in English and marketed worldwide in print and electronic editions by Routledge. Then, with support of national and multi-lateral organizations, translations of the papers will be made available in other languages through GPEAN’s web facility (www.gpean.org). The expectation is for broad coverage in university libraries worldwide, purchase by individual planning scholars, as well as use as a text in doctoral coursework.

The nine member associations of GPEAN are: the Association of African Planning Schools (AAPS), the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning (ACSP) in USA, the Association of Canadian University Planning Programs (ACUPP), the Association of European Schools of Planning (AESOP), the Association of Latin-American Schools of Urban Planning (ALEUP), the National Association of Urban and Regional Postgraduate and Research Programs (ANPUR) in Brazil, the Australia and New Zealand Association of Planning Schools (ANZAPS), the Association for the Development of Planning Education and Research (APERAU), and the Asian Planning Schools Association (APSA).

We are indebted to our colleagues on the International Editorial Board: Sigmund Asmervik, Marco Gomes, Tom Harper, Alain Motte, Roberto Rodriguez, Angus Witherby and Anthony Yeh; and the members of the nine national and regional editorial committees: Tunde Agbola, Peter Bikam, David Brown, Fermin Carreño, K.D. Fernando, Phillip Harrison, Michael Hibbard, Debra Howe, Irene Layrisse de Niculescu, Lik Meng Lee, Alberto Lovera, Frank Marcano, A Mosha, Yukio Nishimura, Ken Odero, Mark Oranje, Daniel Phiri, Rosa Maria Sanchez, Luis Jaime Sbrinno, Andrejs Skaburskis, Ian Skelton, Alison Todes, and Zhiqiang Wu. These scholars laboured under the difficult task of choosing from among many high-quality submissions. Helen Ibbotson and her colleagues at Routledge went well beyond the usual support as this project evolved. We are grateful to the staffs of the various journals in which chapters in this book first appeared, who provided assistance in text, graphics and permissions, including: Huw Alexander, Robin Bloxidge, Pilar Espíndola, Katie Halliday, Patsy Healey, Kim Henderson, Rene Kane, Sarah King, Allison LaBott, Peter Link, Peter Marino, David Shaw, John Shaw, Ginny Smith, and Ian Thompson; as well as to Cynthia Brown, Kathy Dispennette Mackie Knight and Deden Rukmana of Florida State University, who assisted with many of the challenges the project offered. Tina Beht, Ramiro Berardo, and Heather Portorreal performed able translations essential to the work. Many among the leaders of the planning school associations offered historical memory, including David Amborski, Jay Chatterjee, Andreas Faludi, David Forkenbrock, Klaus Kunzmann, Cristina Leme, Johanna Looye,
Hans Mastop, and Martim Smolka. The project was advanced, in part, with funds granted to ACSP and ANPUR by the Fannie Mae Foundation and the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy. The errors, of course, are our own.
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